Added Price Option (APO), through RCIS, allows you to buy up the projected price of a bushel on your corn or soybeans. APO through RCIS is easy and it eliminates the guesswork. Just pick an added bushel price within a range over your current MPCI price election and get paid when bushels fall short of your yield guarantee.

- You’re not required to select a specific price projection month.
- Losses can be paid on an optional/basic unit basis even if you choose the enterprise unit option on your MPCI policy. There is no limit on the number of optional/basic units on APO.
- APO allows you to get a yield loss indemnity payment even if harvest price is higher than the projected price.
- Purchase APO as a supplement to a yield or a revenue MPCI policy.
- APO applies to trend-adjusted yields.
- Use APO to pay forward contract non-delivery penalties in the event of a yield loss due to insured perils.
- Supplement MPCI coverage to cover input costs.
- You have the option of locking in a bushel price election higher than the MPCI projected price.

March 15 is the Sales Closing Deadline.
Find an RCIS agent near you —
https://www.rcis.com/Pages/agencylocator.aspx